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Preliminary Remarks

Contour integration can be used successfully to obtain integral operators
which transform an anal5rtic function of several complex variables regular
in the neighborhood of the origin into a harmonic function. Because the
structure of analr,,tic functions is richer than the structure of harmonic
functions, the study ofsuch operators may serrre as a tool for the investigation
of harmonic functions. In the follorving u,e shall be concerned with the
Bergman-Whittaker operator defined below (see [2], [3]).

-F and ä Spaees

Let us consider aneighborhood G of the curve l(l : I inthe (-plane,

*:{C:1-e< f <t*e,e>0}
along with the neighborhood U of the origin in the z-plane

11 :{u:ini{ö,d>0}.
Let' M deuote the set, of functions f (u , () of two complex variables z
and e , analytic in the Cartesian product (which depends on "f) of the
two neighborhoods Gy and [/7 and possessing a development of the form

nt,

,f(u,e)-I Ln*,u*tt(lSnr(co l:-rn

We say that two functions / defined in Uy x Gy and g defined in
UrxG, are equivalent if f(u,C):g(u,C) for (u,4e (U1{1t}) x
(GinGs). This is an equivalence relation and the classes determined by
it form an algebra with respect to the usual addition, multiplication and
multiplication by scalars. lVe shall denote this algebra by f . In the
following, however, in order not to complicate the notation, we shall not
distinguish between a function / and an element of -F' determined by it.

In a similar w&y as abor.e u,'e define the linear variety H of classes
of complex-valued harmonic functions of three real variables n,y,z com-
patible with each other in a neighborhood of the origin. Both I arrd H

(l )

valid in Uf X Gy.
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can be endowed with a topology in a natural way. X'or instance, we can
introduce the notion of convergence in H by saying lhat h: lim fr," if
bhere exists a fixed neighborhood of the origin on which a certain sequence
of functions equivalent to ä, converges uniformly to the function equi-
valent to ä.

Bergman-Whittaker Operator

linear mapping Br: F --> H given br* the colltour

Y, z)

z) € uf
de*; r- h,€

,e

Let us consider the
integration formula

1f
Brf - -- I f(u,

2ni 
,J:,.,, 

t

(2) -

() IT,
h - lt(*,
for (*, y ,

i,rJ + z

2/
iyz

['n* =:-: Br(t1," a"') :

are called" the rnod,i,fied spherical
in t'he form

The mapping B, (continuous in the natural topologv) is called the Bergman-
Whittaker operator.

Since the function f@ , e) € 7 has in the neighborhood of U1 x G1

the development of the form (f), the monomials xc"l^. m /-n, form a
inearly dense set in the space 1. 'Ihe complex irarmonic functions

I
,"i

harmon'ics. The5r can be represented" also

nlil*lln : (" + l"ti| R" P^,,^t(aosolei,*

Here Ä, @, and g are the spherical coordinates of the point (,u. !J, r), P,,^
are the Legendre polynomials (see [3]).

The spherical harmonics ln- are linearly dense in Br(I). Br- a knou'n
result of Bergman, Bs is homeomorphic and onto ä. This u-as used by
Bergman to introduce the operation of composition of the elements itt H.
The composition å, * h, is defined as the unique element lt, e H,, such that

h : Br(frfr) ,

h:Bsffil, k:r,2.
With this operation ll becomes a topological algebra. One can now st,udy
the subalgebras of ,F' which are isomorphic to the algebra of analytic

J
i'-l:1
l-j
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functions of one complex variable and the corresponding subalgebras of
H. An example of such a subalgebra is furuished by the set, of those func-
tions belonging to ]I which in a neighborhood ofthe origin can be developed

in the series of monomials of the form

(u* e')" , n :0, LrZr. ) P<K,

K,P are fixed positive integers. This algebra denoted usually by t*,r,o
was introduced and investigated by Bergman (see, for instance [3])'

Consider a fixed polynomial 'tY of the variables u, e , e-t

lV Qr, i , å-') -:=
*-K
E(3)

In the followittg we shall he cioncerned

containing the elements t of the form

,- 0, Lt)M + A.

rvith the subalgebra P w of F

M

tt'\wu
K:m

k:0
t(u,å) - t!r)

where t(rl) is a merolnorphic ftrnct'ion regular
origin and

1\'e introduce the following:
Defi,ni,t,ion. The function h e H is called. I'V -meromorphic if

t e Ew,

"Ätl ,

in the neighhorhood of the

(4)

The I4l-meromorphic fuuctiorn folrn a subalgebra H* of. ä and

Hv: Br(/) '

We d.efiue the order g of the trll-meromolphic function t'o be the order of
the corresponding meromorphic function t(ti). Let T(r,t) denote t'he

Nevanlinna characteristic function, theu

-. log T(r. t)
g : ltnt 

Lrg ,-

Let us call the l,l/-meromorphic function, r'esulting from the entire function
t(t7), the W-entfue function. The formula (4) defines the ll'-entire function
h(r,y,a) for all n,A,z, andthemodulus of ä(r, y,z) of the order Q can

be estimated by an exponential function of the variable o : (t' -l Y' { z\tlz.
Indeed,foreach e ) 0, wehave lt(rl)l { exp (iryro+'; for' ,r;l > ff: l[(u).
The continuous function f(27) is bounded on the disc irT l < Är by a certain



l f l f o+,:

l.i:l lil:t
1r

lrl:r
where t* - rt. We calt formulate this result as follows. For each
the W -entire function of order A satisfies the inequality

lh(*, y, z)l < no'a*''

6 *=.-___ Ann. Acad. Sci. Fennica A. I. 4lg

positive number ,44. Denoting U : {I w*))r+,, B > 0, and taking into
account that K

max lul: 6
li1:1

we obtain

M)

€>0

for sufficiently large o.
rn the case of a w-entfue function which admits a d.evelopment in

spherical harmonics of the form

h(*,a,d:L io^,*I',,*,n:0 K:_n

one c&n obtain an explicit formula for the order g iu ter.ms of the coeffi-
cients a,,a . Suppose that

t(r1):La,,t1"

Hence
nM

ianr,e 
"l I_ k *, . . . ,fi*)!_ut'*" .

;;tr;
fn particular,

drr,n*: u^(w^)" .

Substituting this irrto the known formula (see [Z])

,: lir, , nlogn
- ;; logla*,*^'-r'

Similarly,

- 
nlogtto:lim--' ;; log lao,,*xal-l 

'
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If a *r(0) : o0, & complex, then the reciproc 
^ *;- ": 

r, belongs

to Hy. By the Mittag-Leffler theorem,

1.o9Y(5) rW;: åå

9, Ig- lrr,: ?t--d, ' 1 +o

I
i) ffi*r. 'I'lr.en g- FG) , where

(,, *;^ä," - p,?r)\+ t('i

where pe are the convergence-producing polyrromials, l(4) is entire, 14,,

are complex constants and A,(a) denotes the a,-points of the function

t(ri. By known theorems the order of ro is p and the series

el

D,lo,1o11'n'

conYerges for each e ) 0.

For fixed fr}, !/o, ?o, consider the rectifiable Jordan curve of integration

s, which d.oes not pass neither through the origin in the (-plane, nor through

the poles of the integrand

for r,: L,2,..., Then there exists some neighborhood U of the point

(ro,f,zo) such that the curve sl still does not pass through the poles of
g,"(() for all (r,y,l e Li. Since ,4, --> oo, the series (5) converges uni-

formly on u x s1 and the integration of it over §1 call be carried out term

by term. consequently, o1e obtains a harmonic element of r, defined in
U. In the case when sl is the uuit circle and # : Uo : 70 : 0 this

element belongs to H*.
In the following we restrict ourseh'es to the case when f(r7) has only

simple zeros in the 4-plane. The general form of the term which contributes

to the singularities of ro is

t f -u.,
,9t : znl, J ndC , gn: gt : 

1,, _-^j: , -lI, - ll,r .

l(l: r

We shall distinguish three cases dependirrg on the form of the corresponding

expression

P(il- P(*, A,4 q_-- l*,(Zez + Xe + Z*)' - "\l ;
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Since a I 0, there exists a neighborhood U of the origin 0 in the n, U, z-
space such that for (x,A,z) e U, g has only one simple pole ( : 0 inside
the unit disc 16l < l.

ii) rm: r - r. 'Ihen , : *1, where

P(C) : lw,(ZCz + Xe + Z*). - c"ll + w,_t(Zez + XC + Z*), .

Since at the origin P has only a simple zero C : 0, for (r, A, z) belonging
to the sufficiently small neighborhood u, P has exactly one zero in the
disc 16l < l. At this point g has a simple pole.

iii) m:r-1- k,A<lc<2r. Then ek
g : p6), where

p<q :y:(zez + xe + z*)e,,w*+, - o er+, .

&:0

Since at the origin P(() has onlv one root of order å f 1, for (r,y,z)
belonging to a sufficiently small neighborhood f), P has exactly k + L

zeros inthedisc l(l < 1. Hence g has k f I polesinthisdiscif Z* +0
and lc poles if Z* : 0, X + 0.

In all three cases the element r@ e H* can be represented in U as
a sum

nlu),d

where .Es is a harmonic element defined in the disc D c U by

1l
Rt: 

2nd J o,tr;.
.t

Here sr is a sufficiently small curve about the simple pole å3 such that
the pole b1 of g for j * I does not lie inside sr.

The question on the possibilit5r of an extension of the harmonic element
As is partially answered by the following theorems:

Theorem 1. Consider the set 7 of ordered pairs (p; C) : (x,y, z; C)
such that e + 0 is a simple root of P(*, y, z, ot). T is a three-dimensional
smooth manifold imbedded in E, x C. Let (r0,yo,z|,bi e T, and let,
T, be the component of T which contains (no,Uo,zi,b1). The component
7, with projection

n(n, U, z, C) : (r, y, z) e Eg

is an unbranched covering manifold of n(Tr).

L:I1r,
I:1
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Proof . Consider the point (n', U', z', C') e Tr. By a theorem of Hurwitz
there exists a neighborhood [] af (r', y', z') ar,'d a neighborhood V of
(' such that fbr (r,y,z) e U, P(x,y,z,co) has exactly one simple zero in
V. Hence the projection n on Tr{1(U x V) being continuous is a
homeomorphism and provides a coordinate system for Tr.

Theorem 2. The harmonic element given in the neighborhood of
(ro,Ao,zo,b) e T, by

can be extended to the univalent harmonic function T t.
Proof . 'Ihe extension of Rt on T1 is gir,,en brr the formula

n

I

J s,k't)d't't
s,

(6)
I

R1(r, !/, z, L') -: i; g r(rtt)clc,t : Res - g r(c») ,

{
where s is a sufficientlv small curve about €. Since the right-hand side
of (6) depends only on (r, A,z, C), the ext'ension is univalent.

Theorem 3. Denote by § the set, of (r,A,",)en, x C for which
P(r,y,z,a) does not vanish identically and possesses a multiple root
C + 0. In this case it holds

P(:t:, !/, z, C): 0,

Suppose that (*' , U' , z' , :')
t'he extension R1(x, 'U , z, e)

Proof. Let,

limp":(1 ,

o
-1- P (*, !/ ,
O(t)

is unbounded in

l! q Ll
llll) \ ,r ---- t

! / t{rr-*

tlre neighborhood of (q; e').

(pi :,,) e T,

Then

(7) Rilp"; e; -- Res. (P(p"; (,)))
-l [ ,(=-,, )o- 9,,(::, - ="lrl (:,; -llu,) . . (=',, -- eyll 

)

where e,: ef), ff) denote the roots of P(p*;r,r) ancl B, denotes the
leading coefficient of P. One infers from the Hurwitz theorem that at
least one factor in the denominator of (7) tends to zero, while all the others
are bounded. Since C' + 0, our statement follows.

Consider now the element r, e Hy,. \\re say that the point p e E,
is a singular point of r" if the extension of ro along the curve y(@),

0<O<1, joining theoriginrvith p, ispossiblefor 0<O<L, but
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it is not possible for any curve
be the set of singular points for
minimal distance from §(z) to

8,

where the sum U

IYe set,

^SnA:---:(Ugt')) OQ,

is finite. Hence 
a

lol:t

where d(a) is the minimal distance to the origin from the set of the singular
points of the element

t f M,,de
r@tb(): ,"t J o*y

l,'l - r

Since the integrand is homogeneous of degree r with respect to the variables
fr,U,2, we have the inequalities

(8)

where d, : d,(Ar).

k*iA ,,,'l' < d, < k* lA,l'l' ,

In conclusion we obtain the following theorem characterizing the relation
between the order of the lZ-meromorphic function and the geometric
properties of the singularities of its reciprocal:

Theorem 4. The set of singular points of r, is given by U S«'1.

If p is the order of the corresponding I4l-meromorphic function, thån for
each e>0 theseries

Let § and §(z)

Let d, be the
I-or each disc

(e)

converges for each value of

(r0)

ra a,rrd. rU) , respectively.

§(r).

k* ---- ]nax d,(*) ,

irr-l 
:1

I§
+ d,(a)o'+'

(L * &0. AIso, if the series

IY
? d,(a)"

oo

§--u
y:l

converges for three different values of a * a6, then it converges for every
value of a, and the order of the corresponding lll-meromorphic function
is not greater than p.
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Proof. By the inequality (8) the series (9) and (10) converge simulta-
neously with the series

t
F-"*r, Ö>tt
- lflr' '

and

I\a_L lA,lo ',

respectively. The results follorvs from the l{evanlinna theorem, see [7].

Stanford Unir,-ersity
Stanford, Ca, USA.
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